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VENTRICULAR FUNCTION

Improved quantification of left ventricular volumes and mass
based on endocardial and epicardial surface detection from
cardiac MR images using level set models
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Purpose. The reproducibility of left ventricular (LV) volume and mass measurements based on subjective slice-by-slice tracing of LV
borders is affected by image quality, and volume estimates are biased by geometric modeling. The authors developed a technique for
volumetric surface detection (VoSD) and quantification of LV volumes and mass without tracing and geometric approximations. The authors
hypothesized that this technique is accurate and more reproducible than the conventional methodology. Methods. Images were obtained in
24 patients in 6 to 10 slices from LV base to apex (GE 1.5 T, FIESTA). Volumetric data were reconstructed, and endocardial and epicardial
surfaces were detected using the level set approach. LV volumes were obtained from voxel counts and used to compute ejection fraction
(EF) and mass. Conventional measurements (MASS Analysis) were used as a reference to test the accuracy of VoSD technique (linear
regression, Bland-Altman). For both techniques, measurements were repeated to compute inter- and intra-observer variability.
Results. VoSD values resulted in high correlation with the reference values (EDV: r = 0.98; ESV: r = 0.99; EF: r = 0.91; mass: r = 0.98),
with no significant biases (8 ml, 5 ml, 0.2% and 9 g) and narrow limits of agreement (SD: 13 ml, 10 ml, 6% and 9 g). Inter-observer
variability of the VoSD technique was lower (range 3 to 5%) than that of the reference technique (5 to 11%; p < 0.05). Intra-observer
variability was also lower (1 to 3% vs. 7 to 10%; p < 0.05). Conclusion. VoSD technique allows accurate measurements of LV
volumes, EF, and mass, which are more reproducible than the conventional methodology.
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1.

Introduction

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI) is the standard
for left ventricular (LV) volume, ejection fraction (EF), and
mass measurements (1 – 3). However, LV volumes are
routinely obtained using manual or semi-automated tracing
of LV borders on multiple 2D slices and computations based
on disk area summation approximation. Understandably, the
reproducibility of this subjective and experience-dependent
methodology is limited when endocardial definition is suboptimal, as sometimes occurs near the apex. Moreover, the
use of fixed slice thickness for disk summation in segments
where the endocardium is not perpendicular to the imaging
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plane together with the use of fixed number of slices
throughout the cardiac cycle, without taking into account
systolic longitudinal shortening, may bias volume measurements. Accordingly, our aim was to develop an alternative
technique for fast and objective quantification of LV volumes,
EF, and mass, with minimal user interaction and no need for
geometric modeling. To achieve these goals, we based our
approach on volumetric reconstruction followed by surface
detection (VoSD) in the 3D domain and by direct calculation
of LV volumes, EF, and mass.
The level-set methods have been shown to provide accurate
boundary detection in 2D and 3D echocardiographic images
(4–6). We hypothesized that with the superior quality of MR
images, this approach could be effectively applied to
volumetric data reconstructed from these images. We tested
this hypothesis by comparing the results of VoSD technique
with LV volume, EF, and mass values obtained by the
conventional methodology. We also tested the hypothesis that
the VoSD technique might be more reproducible than the
conventional methodology.
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2.
2.1.

Corsi et al.
Methods
Study design

Twenty-four consecutive patients (16 males, 8 females; age:
53 ± 17 years) referred for CMRI studies were recruited into
the study, including 6 patients with normal LV size and
function, 3 patients with coronary artery disease, 5 with
dilated cardiomyopathy, 4 with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy,
2 with valvular disease, 2 with aortic abnormalities, and 2
with other cardiac pathologies. To establish the accuracy of
the newly developed VoSD technique, images were analyzed
using both the VoSD procedure and the conventional
technique, which was used as a reference for comparisons.
In a subgroup of randomly selected 12 patients, all measurements were repeated twice to assess the reproducibility of
both techniques by calculating their intra- and inter-observer
variability. For each technique, the intra-observer variability
was studied by blindly reanalyzing the images by the same
investigator at least one week later, and the inter-observer
variability was studied by blindly reanalyzing the images by a
second investigator. All tracings were performed by two

experienced investigators, who had previously analyzed at
least 100 CMRI studies. The investigators were blinded to all
prior measurements.
2.2.

Image acquisition

CMRI data were obtained using a 1.5 Tesla scanner (General
Electric, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with a phased-array cardiac
coil. Electrocardiogram-gated localizing spin-echo sequences
were used to identify the long-axis of the heart. Steady-state
free precession (FIESTA) dynamic gradient-echo mode was
then used to acquire images during breath-hold. Cine-loops
were obtained in 6 to 10 short-axis slices, from the atrioventricular ring to the apex (9 mm slice thickness, no gaps) with
a temporal resolution of 20 frames per cardiac cycle.
2.3.

Image analysis: reference technique

Images were analyzed on a Sun workstation using commercial software (MASS Analysis, General Electric). Initially, LV
slices were selected for analysis beginning with the highest

Figure 1. 3D reconstruction of a single CMRI dataset from a stack of short axis slices obtained at end-systole (top panels). A compact
orthogonal view of the reconstructed 3D dataset (middle panel) allows on-line, interactive cross-sectioning and visualization of any arbitrary
imaging plane. An example of 2-, 3- and 4-chamber views extracted from the volumetric dataset is shown below (bottom panels).
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basal slice where the LV outflow tract was not visible and
ending with the lowest apical slice where the LV cavity was
visualized. In every slice, LV endocardial contours were
traced semi-automatically frame-by-frame, with the papillary
muscles included in the LV cavity, and manually corrected
when necessary to optimize the boundary position. Then,
ventricular volume was computed throughout the cardiac
cycle using a disk-area summation method (modified
Simpson’s rule). End-diastolic (EDV) and end-systolic
volumes (ESV) were determined as the maximum and
minimum LV cavity volume reached during the cardiac
cycle. These LV volumes were used to compute the EF as
100*(EDV ESV)/EDV. Epicardial boundaries were then
semi-automatically traced at end-diastole in each slice. LV
mass was then computed as the difference between enddiastolic epicardial and endocardial volumes times the mass
density constant (1.05 g/cc).
2.4.

Image analysis: VoSD technique

The CMRI datasets were then analyzed using custom
software, which allows ventricular surface detection using
the level set approach (4–6). This method uses an implicit
representation of curves in the form of a partial differential
equation to track boundaries without geometrical assumptions
or a priori shape knowledge.
First, a fully automated 3D reconstruction of the volumetric
data was performed from the short-axis slices (Fig. 1). For
each frame, a 3D dataset was generated using trilinear
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interpolation, while taking into account slice thickness, the
number of slices, and the spacing between them. This resulted
in a dynamic representation of the entire heart. This dynamic
display was used to select end-diastolic and end-systolic
frames, which were visually determined as the largest and
smallest LV cavities in the 3D space.
Subsequently, semi-automated endocardial surface detection (Fig. 2) was performed separately for the end-diastolic
and end-systolic frames. For surface initialization, a small
number of short-axis planes (4 to 6) from apex to base were
arbitrarily selected from the 3D dataset, and a number of
points (6 to 12) were manually selected in each of these
planes. To be consistent with the reference technique, the
papillary muscles were included within the LV cavity and the
aortic outflow tract was excluded. The selected points were
connected by straight lines to define a polygon roughly
representing the endocardial boundary. For each polygon, a
signed distance function was calculated (7), and a rough
surface corresponding to the endocardium was computed
using linear interpolation of the signed distance functions.
This surface was then used as the initial condition for the
level-set partial differential equation, which guided the
evolution of this surface within the volumetric dataset
towards the endocardium. The partial differential equation
guides the evolution of an initial surface under the constraints
of two forces: 1) an interface tension force that depends on the
curvature of the evolving surface and has a regulating effect
and 2) a force that attracts this surface towards the image
boundaries. The surface evolution reaches a steady-state

Figure 2. Example of manually initialized LV endocardial boundaries in three short-axis planes at end-diastole (top panels). Initial surface
(bottom, left) and final endocardial surface (bottom, right) obtained by the VoSD technique.
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solution when the two terms that reflect these forces balance
each other. When the solution of the differential equation
converged, the resultant final surface was used to represent
the endocardium, and LV volume was calculated as the
number of voxels within the detected surface. In addition, EF
was calculated from EDV and ESV according to the same
formula used for the reference technique.
Epicardial surface was detected only in the end-diastolic
frame, following the same surface detection procedure,
including the manual initialization of a small number of
points. To verify the correctness of the endo- and epicardial
surface detection, both surfaces were superimposed on the
volumetric data (Fig. 3), which allowed cross-sectioning in
any arbitrary plane and corrections of the initial points when
necessary. After having the position of the endo- and
epicardial surfaces confirmed in multiple cross-sectional
planes, the end-diastolic epicardial volume was calculated
as voxel count inside the detected epicardial surface. From the
calculated end-diastolic endo- and epicardial volumes, LV
mass was obtained according to the same formula used for the
reference technique.
2.5.

Figure 3. Superimposing of the detected endo- and epicardial
surfaces on the volumetric data allows verification of the correctness
of the detection in any arbitrary cross-sectional plane (top). Example
of surface verification in multiple short-axis slices from the apical to
the most basal slices is shown below (bottom panels).

Statistical analysis

For each patient, VoSD measurements of LV EDV, ESV, EF,
and mass were compared with the values derived by the
reference technique using linear regression and Bland-Altman
analyses. Paired t-test versus null values was applied to verify
the significance of the bias. For each measured parameter,
intra-observer variability of the reference technique and the
VoSD technique were calculated as the absolute difference
between the repeated measurements by the same investigator

Figure 4. Linear regression analysis for LV EDV, ESV, EF, and mass obtained by the VoSD technique compared to the standard reference
technique. Identity lines are shown in gray.
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Figure 5. Bland-Altman analysis for LV EDV, ESV, EF and mass obtained by the VoSD technique compared to the standard
reference technique.

in percent of their mean. Similarly, inter-observer variability
of both techniques was calculated for each measured
parameter as the absolute difference between the measurements performed by the two investigators in percent of their
mean. For both inter- and intra-observer variability of each
parameter, paired t-test was used to test the significance of the
differences between the two techniques.

3.

Results

All patients had normal sinus rhythm and a mean heart rate of
71 bpm (range: 50–115 bpm). Image acquisition lasted

between 10 and 15 sec depending on heart rate, respiration
rate, and the quality of ECG signal in each patient. Enddiastolic and end-systolic volumes measured from conventional semi-automated tracings ranged widely from 78 to
345 mL and from 24 to 280 mL, respectively, reflecting the
inhomogeneity of the study group. Accordingly, EF also
ranged widely from 19 to 71% and mass from 57 to 245 g.
The analysis of a single dataset using the reference technique
required between 10 and 20 minutes. In contrast, the VoSD
analysis including data retrieval, frame selection, surfaces
initialization, and computation of volumes and mass were
completed in every patient in less than 5 minutes on a
personal computer (Pentium II, 755MHz, 512Mb RAM).

Figure 6. Intra-observer (left) and inter-observer (right) variability of the VoSD technique and the standard reference technique calculated
for LV EDV, ESV, EF and mass ( p < 0.05).
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Linear regression analysis (Fig. 4) between the VoSD and
the reference volume values resulted in high correlation
coefficients and regression slopes near 1.0 for both enddiastolic and end-systolic volumes (EDV: r = 0.98,
y = 0.95x + 15; ESV: r = 0.99, y = 1.06x 0.5). Excellent
correlations were observed also for LV ejection fraction (EF:
r = 0.91, y = 1.08x 0.04) and LV mass (r = 0.98,
y = 0.91x + 4.6).
Bland-Altman analysis (Fig. 5) showed no significant
biases between the VoSD measurements and the reference
technique for EDV, ESV and EF (bias: 7.5 ml; 4.5 ml and
0.2%, respectively), as well as LV mass (bias: 9.2 g). These
biases reflected systematic errors of 5.0%, 5.5%, 0.5% and
6.2% of the corresponding mean values. The 95% limits of
agreement were relatively narrow (EDV: 26 ml, ESV: 20 ml,
EF: 12%, mass: 18 g), providing additional support to the
tight agreement between the two techniques.
Figure 6 presents the calculated intra- and inter-observer
variability values for the VoSD and the standard reference
techniques for EDV, ESV, EF, and mass. The intra-observer
variability ranged from 7 to 10% for the standard reference
technique and only 1 to 3% for the VoSD technique. This
three-fold difference was found statistically significant for all
measured parameters. The inter-observer variability ranged
from 5 to 11% for the standard reference technique and only 3
to 5% for the VoSD technique, which was also significantly
different for all parameters.

4.

Discussion

CMRI provides accurate measurements of LV volumes and
mass in different patient populations (1, 2, 8). Nevertheless,
the quantification of volumes is based on time-consuming
manual or semi-automated tracing of endo- and epicardial
boundaries in multiple slices. The subjective nature of this
procedure limits the reproducibility of volume measurements
(2). Additionally, the use of disk approximation in slices
where the endocardium is not perpendicular to the imaging
plane may introduce errors that are more significant when
slices are thick relative to the LV cavity cross-sectional area.
Moreover, volume measurements may also be biased by the
use of a fixed number of slices of fixed thickness throughout
the cardiac cycle in slices where endocardial motion is not
limited to the imaging plane. This is because during different
phases of the cardiac cycle, a fixed plane contains different
anatomic slices of the ventricle rather than reflects the true
endocardial motion in a single slice.
The technique we developed overcomes these limitations
by directly calculating LV volumes from endo- and epicardial
surfaces detected in 3D space without any a priori knowledge
of the LV shape and without the use of geometric modeling.
Surface modeling from 3D data has been used by several
previous investigators (8). In a recent paper, a surface model
optimization was applied to 3D echocardiographic images,

based on integration of the low level image evidence and the
high level prior shape knowledge in a Bayesian framework
(9). This model is completely free of geometric modeling but
still relies on the priori knowledge of the LV shape. To build
a 3D surface not based on the a priori knowledge of the
LV shape, we used for surface detection the level-set approach (4–6), which has been previously shown to successfully provide image segmentation in the presence of
complex morphology and topological variations. This approach has been applied to different types of medical images
including cardiac ultrasound (7, 10–13) and magnetic resonance (11, 14–18). However, to the best of our knowledge,
the use of the 3D level-set methods without a priori shape
knowledge or geometric modeling for the assessment of LV
volumes and mass from cardiac CMRI has not been described
previously, and this study represents the first attempt to test
the clinical applicability of this methodology in this context.
The results of this study proved the feasibility of using the
level-set approach for accurate and reproducible evaluation of
LV volumes, EF, and mass.
In a previous study, Young et al. described a technique for
endocardial and epicardial surface detection (19), based on a
general finite element model of the left ventricle, which is
represented by an ellipsoid and scaled to each heart according
to the distance from base to apex. This model is then modified
according to guide-points placed by the user. The fitting of the
model to the guide-points is performed by minimizing an
error function consisting of the sum of a smoothing term and
a term penalizing the distance between each guide-point and
the corresponding model position. This procedure results in
two models representing the endocardium and the epicardium. From these models, the volumes are computed by
applying the same geometric modeling utilized to compute
volumes from manual contours. In contrast, with our
approach, no priori knowledge of the shape of the left
ventricle is necessary. Instead, the operator selects a small
number of points from which a rough ventricular shape is
computed and successively refined by repeatedly applying the
partial differential equation. For both methods, the time of
analysis and the level of user interaction are comparable, and
an improvement with respect to manual contouring is similar.
However, the significant difference between observers
described by Young et al. points at the subjective nature of
their technique. In this approach, the subjective influences of
the manual surface initialization are likely to be ‘‘forgotten’’
during surface evolution by the time stable solution is reached.
A limitation of the current implementation of the VoSD
technique is that it requires manual initialization of endo- and
epicardial boundaries. Although this initialization procedure
is relatively quick and simple, its subjective nature accounts
for the non-zero inter-measurement variability of this
technique as a whole. A fully automated technique for border
initialization would circumvent this limitation. Such fully
automated techniques are indeed available in standard
commercial analysis software packages and could be used
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instead of the manual initialization. While these commercial
techniques do not always provide perfect boundary detection
without manual adjustments, they may provide sufficient
information for the boundary initialization. In this study, we
did not use commercial software for initialization because
commercial software does not allow exporting the boundaries
for further processing. Integrating existing techniques or
newer sophisticated algorithms for fully automated boundary
initialization (20) with the VoSD technique is likely to lead to
even more accurate and reproducible evaluation of LV
function and mass from CMRI data.
A limitation of this study was the exclusion of basal slices
that contained the LV outflow tract, in which the definition of
LV boundaries is most subjective. Including these slices
would require additional user input and would likely have
further increased the levels of inter-measurement variability
for both techniques, the standard reference, and VoSD. Since
the extent of this increase in variability cannot be estimated
based on our results, the potential need to include these
challenging slices will require further development and
testing of appropriate algorithms.
Another limitation of this study is that the VoSD technique
was not tested in different specific patient populations. Of
particular interest would be to establish normal values for this
new technique. This was not done because we studied a group
of 24 unselected patients of whom only 6 had normal LV size
and function, and we felt that it would be inappropriate to
claim that values obtained in this small subgroup of subjects
could reliably represent normal values of the general
population. However, the high levels of agreement between
VoSD technique and standard reference values suggest that
the normal values should not be different from those
previously established. Nevertheless, our goal of testing the
feasibility and validating our newly developed technique in a
wide range of conditions was achieved by enrolling
unselected patients representing a variety of cardiac disease
states. The results of this study warrant future studies geared
toward further validation of our technique in more narrowly
defined patient populations.
Despite these limitations, these results showed that this
new technique is accurate since it provided LV volume, EF,
and mass values in close agreement with the standard
reference technique. Since this reference technique is widely
considered the ‘‘gold standard’’ for these measurements, it is
difficult to directly prove that a new technique could be more
accurate. Nevertheless, the VoSD approach was found to be
more reproducible than the conventional methodology.
Importantly, the levels of inter- and intra-observer variability
of the latter technique measured in our study was similar to
those reported by several previous investigators (21). Sakuma
and colleagues showed in normal subjects an inter-observer
variability of 4 and 8% for EDV and ESV, respectively (22);
other reports included intra- and inter-observer variability of
2 to 7% and 3.6 to 7.3%, respectively (23). A third report
provided 1.6 to 6.6% and 1.6 to 7.3%, respectively (24), for
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intra- and inter-observer variability. Similar results were
reported for heart failure patients (24, 25). The intra-observer
and inter-observer variability and the negligible biases of the
VoSD technique support the hypothesis that this technique
could result in improvement in diagnostic accuracy. In
addition, this technique is faster even in its current version,
since the interactive part of the procedure only consists of the
initialization of a small number of points in a few planes.
Moreover, theoretically, this approach could allow automated, full temporal analysis of the LV volume by using the
detected surface of each frame as the initial condition for the
following frame throughout the cardiac cycle. Thus, manual
interaction would only be necessary for the first frame
analyzed. Importantly, considering that of the 5 minutes
necessary to analyze a single dataset, surface evolution takes
only 30 sec, and analysis of all phases of the cardiac cycle
would only add 30 sec times the number of frames, i.e. less
than 10 min, which could be further reduced by using a more
powerful computer.
Other potential future applications of this approach may
include the evaluation of right ventricular function, which
today requires tedious frame-by-frame manual tracing and is
known to be challenging because the morphology of this
chamber is complex, irregular, and widely variable between
subjects (26, 27). The main advantage of VoSD technique in
this context is that it requires no priori knowledge or
modeling of the chamber geometry. Therefore, this approach
may allow easier and more accurate assessment of the right
ventricle (28).
In summary, this study proved the clinical feasibility of
level-set volumetric surface detection from cardiac MR
images geared toward the assessment of LV performance.
The results of this validation study demonstrated that the
proposed method allows rapid and accurate measurements of
LV volumes, EF, and mass, in agreement with conventional
semi-automated tracing with the advantage of being fast and
independent of geometrical assumptions or modeling. Importantly, the improved reproducibility of this new technique
indicates a potential accuracy advantage over the current
standard reference methodology.
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